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Abstract
Design tradition often requires the creation of a physical prototype to verify the design progress against
the project specifications or to perform early product acceptance testing. One expectation is that design
engineers possess a vast subject knowledge of different engineering systems together with a set of
design skills which are typical of a senior engineer with many years of graduate design experience,
which will be shown to be patently false.
The title of this research is “Teaching Engineering Design using Modular methods with virtual tools”.
This work reports on the efficacy of teaching the art of modular design methods with virtual tools to
mature-age engineering students undertaking postgraduate studies in SEE712 Embedded Systems at
the School of Engineering, Deakin University. Additional lecture and laboratory material were created
(Chapter 4 Lecture Materialon page 25) for the presentation of this methodology to mature age post-
graduate engineers studying SEE712 Embedded Systems. The presentation material included lecture
slides with notes, and example and case studies. Surveys of the students were taken after completion
of the course seeking opinions from the students of the course expectations and whether the course
delivered those outcomes to them.
The Survey results were collated and analysed to provide a measure of the effectiveness of the new
design methodology to improve the students’ engineering design acumen. The results clearly show the
improvements in the students’ opinions of their capabilities prior- and post-instruction.
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Chapter 1 Historical Background
Introduction
In 2002, the author was employed at the Centre for Medical Radiation Physics (CMRP), University
of Wollongong as a Senior Computer Scientist, where his principal technical responsibilities were
to:
1. Maintain and service all scientific instrumentation located within the research
laboratories of the School.
2. Design and develop new scientific instrumentation to meet the specifications of research
staff and research students within the school — this was limited by the research budget
and time constraints.
Redesign of Existing Instrumentation
The maintenance of existing scientific instrumentation included two major projects for the
Semiconductor Physics Research Group: the redesign of the servo system controlling the vertical
mirror travel on the ABB Bomem DA3 Fourier Transform Infra-Red (FTIR) spectrometer, and the
redesign and replacement of an analogue temperature display system with a newly designed and
Figure 1 Carbolite Annealing Oven with re-designed digital tem-
perature gauge (shown circled).
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constructed microcontroller 4-digit temperature gauge (shown circled) for the Carbolite High
Temperature Annealing Oven (Figure 1).
Scanning Gantry Design
In 2002, the Brain and Mind Institute at Sydney University requested cooperation with the CMRP
for a joint project for the design of a scanning gantry suitable for their research into Parkinson's
disease using small-animals. To simplify the way in which the new system design could progress,
the Modular Design methodology for functional partitioning of a system developed by the author
to create functional modules which fully described the system behaviour together with extensive
use of modelling and simulation with virtual software tools were employed.
The Modular Design methodology described herein uses functional partitioning with virtual tools
for verification and became the preferred design method for the CMRP design group because it
was easier to develop new designs and it allowed a spin-off from production of stand-alone func-
tional modules for the teaching laboratories. The inclusion of simulation and virtual tools into the
design process dramatically reduced the overall project costs as there was little need to continually
order new physical prototypes to verify every change in the design.
Real-time Dosimeter Urethra Probe
In 2004, the School of Engineering Physics placed an order with CMRP for the design team to
develop a new real-time dosimetry system (Figure 2), which was to be used in the localisation of
radioactive Iodine-125 seeds during low-dose brachytherapy treatment of prostate cancer patients.
This project was also completed using the Modular design methodology with functional partition-
ing and virtual tools validation described earlier.
Figure 2 Prostate Real-time Dosimeter
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Graduate Engineers with Lack of Design Skills
To help overcome the lack of appropriate design skills with new, inexperienced graduate engi-
neers, an employer would often pair the new employee with a mentor, who was a highly skilled
semi-professional, drawn from the class of Engineering Associates (EAs) -  see Engineers
Australia (2012). The EA was educated to at least an advanced certificate or diploma level from a
TAFE or polytechnic and had acquired many years of engineering experience at the trade and
advanced technician levels, particularly with this employer: this included in-house documentation
which often followed special company rules or formats, ordering procedures, and the correct per-
sonnel to see when seeking workplace approvals. EAs had developed a high-level skill set but
lacked a formal graduate qualification which would permit them to be recognised as a corporate
member at an Engineering Institution.
At an Inquiry into the Shortage of Engineering and Related Employment Skills by the Senate Ed-
ucation, Employment and Workplace Relations References Committee ((Engineers Australia
(2012))), Engineers Australia submitted that engineers who offer advice on planning, design, de-
velopment and infrastructure programmes be educated to the appropriate level of engineering tech-
nology and have the necessary work experience.
The body of work by (Palmer et al. (2011)) suggested that engineering students should be able to
document their attainment attributes in a portfolio: This portfolio could be used as a form of audit
trail by the engineer to show they fully meet the rules set by an accreditation institution. This
approach could solve the certification process for the graduate engineer, but a portfolio would not
resolve  the  lack  of  a  skill  unless  the  student  completed  a  recognised  of  body of  study  with  the
desired attributes. These skills could be attained through separate training sessions with appropri-
ately trained artisans in welding, or soldering and brazing, or PCB design, or GUI design, etc.
The maintenance of existing general instrumentation, where service manuals were readily availa-
ble, did not appear to present any great difficulty to most members of the CMRP design and de-
velopment  team.  Problems  did  arise  when  repairs  were  required  that  involved  any  redesign  of
equipment where the manufacturer’s manual were not available and the lack of design experience
with many of the design team members made those types of repairs, together with design of new
instrumentation and inventions, much more difficult to undertake. The author conducted a wide
search for a suitable training course at a postgraduate level in Engineering Design at tertiary insti-
tutions in Australia to help close this gap in creative design experience, but it returned no success-
ful results. The lack of engineering design skills with many engineering graduates was the catalyst
for raising the question: what was the current view and direction of the industry for a formal post-
graduate tertiary level training in creative Engineering Design for graduate engineers?
An Industry work around to solve the lack of skills in graduate engineers
In the past, to overcome the deficiency in skills presented by an inexperienced graduate employee,
an employer would often pair the new employee with a highly skilled semi-professional such as
an Engineering Associate (EA), as a mentor. The EA was educated to at least an advanced
certificate or diploma level from a TAFE or polytechnic and had acquired many years of
engineering experience at the trade and advanced technician levels; see Palmer et al. (2008) and
Engineers Australia (2012). EAs had developed a high-level skill set but often lacked a formal
graduate qualification which would permit them to enroll as a corporate member of an Engineering
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Institution (Evetts et al. (2005) and Juran (2000)). EAs generally possessed a wealth of practical
experience in installing, testing, monitoring equipment and designing systems, both in the
operation and maintenance of advanced plant and in selecting and supervising tradespeople to
perform these activities, and were often employed as the supervising engineer.
Need for this Research
From all the foregoing arose the need for this research in ‘Teaching Engineering Design using
Modular Design with Virtual Tools’. A research paper with this title was submitted by the author
to the Australasian Association for Engineering Education in December 2016 ((Brady et al.
(2016))) and generously presented to the Proceedings by Associate Professor Joordens.
The Research Objectives can be divided into two streams: one that is involved with the curriculum
and teaching of creative Engineering Design to graduate engineers, and the other with the further
development of the modular design methodology with virtual tools. The Research Objectives will
be re-visited after the Review of the Literature has been completed as the combined body of work
required for these tasks may be well outside the scope of a single research master’s degree.
For the teaching of Engineering Design with the modular design methodology, it is anticipated
that this research will need to take into account the following.
1. Modification of an existing curriculum of Engineering Design to graduate engineers in
concert with the Deakin’s School of Engineering.
2. Investigation of the demand and resources required for the teaching of engineering design
to mature-aged engineers who satisfy the university entry requirements but who may be
aged below the minimum retirement age, or who may be unemployed and are
transitioning from full-time to part-time employment.
3. Where possible, expand the teaching programme curriculum to include features of CDIO
(Create Develop Implement Organise), experiential learning, problem-based learning,
project-based learning and case-based learning.
4. If possible, define what is ‘the Art of Design’ and explore how this design skill may be
beneficially implemented into the Engineering Design teaching programme.
5. Investigate how the teaching programme can exploit the facilities of the new Centre for
Advanced Design in Engineering Training at Deakin University, particularly with Remote
Virtual Laboratories and the construction and testing of physical prototypes.
6. Where possible, ensure the scope of Engineering Design includes the detailed design of
enclosures, front panels and HCI.
Chapter 2 Literature Review
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
Introduction
This literature review is the result of a full and in-depth search of peer-reviewed literature of any
work which is relevant to the current research topic. Each reference was assessed to determine if
there were any gaps or shortcomings arising between the literature and the intended research and
determined their effects, if any, upon the direction of the intended research. Each relevant work
was sorted into similar research areas along with discussions of any gaps or shortcomings.
Instrumentation Design Definition
What is Instrumentation Design? The Oxford English dictionary states the term ‘instrument’ is
derived from the Latin noun ‘instrumentum’ meaning 'equipment’, or ‘implement'. Further, the
Latin noun ‘instrumentum’ is derived from the verb ‘instruere’, which means ‘to construct’, ‘to
build’, ‘to fit out’, ‘to instruct’, ‘to teach’, or ‘to prepare’.
Within the context of this review, the two-word term ‘instrumentation design’ will be defined to
mean the design of engineering equipment that is  principally a part  of an engineering system –
where a system is a group or sub-system of interacting elements that form a complex whole and
where each element type may be of an electronic, mechanical, or human form, or a combination
of these.
Instrumentation Evolution
The earliest historical records of instrumentation, evidenced by the continued discoveries of an-
cient artefacts, show that ancient civilisations had created an array of instruments to measure the
fundamental properties of natural characteristics including time, length, angles, weight, heat, wind
speed, density, volume, distances travelled over land, and distances travelled over water.
Later, the evolution of instrumentation design changed from instrumentation using only mechani-
cal components to one that included electronic components; this change helped to reduce instru-
ment design time and maintenance costs as electronic components were easier to assemble and
were more reliable than mechanical components. However, pneumatic components continue to be
favoured in some instrumentation designs employed within explosive environments (Bollinger
(1980), Standards Australia (2004) and Standards Australia (2011)).
The ability to remotely locate instrumentation permitted the introduction of a more centralised
monitoring and control system called the Distributed Control System (DCS), which could be used
in power generation plants (Hemeida et al. (2004)), factory systems (Kaihori et al. (1988)), auto-
motive systems (Tanurhan et al. (1996)), and the modelling of human cybernetics (Nagano et al.
(2006)).
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Instrumentation Design Methods
The response of Instrumentation designs could be improved if slow electromechanical devices
(relays) could be replaced with high-speed electronics to reduce the latency of mechanical systems
while bringing with it the added flexibility of software programmability. Lepage et al. (2001)
demonstrated such an instrument with an animal PET Scanner incorporating a DSP-based Coinci-
dence Unit and an intelligent Data Acquisition System constructed from Field Programmable Gate
Arrays (FPGAs). The use of intelligent processing in the form of programmable FPGAs increased
the instrumentation response speeds whilst reducing latency periods and adding programmable
change to the instrument capabilities.
Randle et al. (1978) argued that benefits could be gained by adding a microprocessor to the instru-
mentation design, such as the employment of data entry to the instrument by a numeric keypad
rather than knobs or connecting the output to an electronic display such as a CRT text readout with
updated measurement readings. An instrument using this design approach could be interconnected
to other instrumentation devices via the IEEE Standard 488 bus system or through other general-
purpose interface bus systems to generate a more powerful instrumentation and data collection
system.
Burbridge (1998) proposed that if more electronics were added to the design of instrumentation
for automobile applications to form an integrated mechatronics system, this would provide signif-
icant improvements in instrumentation reliability and an overall reduction in weight and a reduc-
tion in manufacturing cost.
Bilski et al. (2009) described the design of virtual instrument software running on an existing
computer working within a real-time operating system (RTOS). The design methodology required
the logical division of the application code into independent modules, but with a warning that all
deterministic operations, such as data acquisition functions, should be separated from the non-
deterministic processes, such as the outputting of results and HCI with the user. The paper pre-
sented an example of the methodology of a multithreaded virtual instrument working under a real-
time operating system (RTOS) which has the advantages of pseudo parallel programming as evi-
denced with logic programming of FPGAs.
Definitions
Despite a comprehensive search of the literature by the author, the genesis of the term ‘modular
design’ or who is credited with its creation was not found. Ito (2008), points to Dr G. Schlesinger
and Dr F. Koenigsberger with developing the concept and method of modular design for structural
configurations during the 1930s, although at that time it was called the Building Block System
(BBS) and not modular design per se. Ito suggested that Koenigsberger began using the term mod-
ular design instead of BBS circa 1967 but he did not advance any evidence as who created the
expression.
Bryan et al. (1990), presented a new approach in the design of radiological instrumentation by
using the modular design methodology. Their work demonstrated that by using a modular design
methodology they obtained significant improvements over conventional instrument design meth-
ods in terms of product capabilities, maintainability, and reduced overall system cost.
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Module Definitions and Concepts
Yuan-Ping et al. (2007), defined a module as a group of components which are bundled together
in a modular structure, while Agard et al. (2012), defined a module in mathematical terms as being
a set  Mj containing Ci components. Further, Aoyama et al. (2003) employed the definition pre-
sented by the Japan Industrial Standards (JIS) organisation which stated that a module was a stand-
ardised element having a fixed function and was incorporated within a system.
One key reason in using modular design is to transform a complex system (such as a large program,
or an electronic circuit, or a mechanical system) into a set of distinct modules that can be developed
independently and then interconnected later to reconstruct the original system, or re-connected in
an alternate configuration to create a new or different system. Although this may appear a simple
task, the literature shows that the effectiveness of the technique depends critically on the way in
which the original system was partitioned into independent modules and the method used to re-
connect the modules.
Partitioning a Complex System
The benefits of modular design do not automatically spring from partitioning a complex system
into modules. The way in which a system is partitioned can make an enormous difference to how
easily the modules are designed, constructed and interconnected. Each module should encapsulate
specific design information from the product specification which is not replicated in the other
modules. This information-hiding feature reduces the cost of subsequent design changes
(Barrington et al. (1993)); for example, a module may encapsulate related functions that can ben-
efit from a common implementation that is used in many parts of a system, or a functionality that
is likely to change during later design or deployment, or aspects of a problem that are particularly
complex or code that is expected to be reused in other programs.
This literature review did not discover any work that promoted the opinion that a module should
contain functions that are logically related simply because they solve the same part of a problem
because that form of decomposition increases maintenance and deters the future reuse of code.
Module Interfaces
This review revealed that a modular system is one that can be divided into discrete modules con-
sisting of isolated, self-contained functional units. It also found that modular design requires mod-
ules with well-defined interfaces which can easily adapt to technological change by making ex-
tensive use of industry interface standards where possible. Barrington et al. (1993), argued that the
aim of partitioning a system was to produce a set of loosely-coupled modules, each of which is
united to other modules and where each cohesive module represented a single part of the system
functionality.
Search of the literature showed that modules created with simply defined interfaces tended to re-
duce the number of interactions to be considered when verifying a system conforms to its specifi-
cations. Simple interfaces make it easier to reuse components in different configurations. Griswold
et al. (2006) described an approach called crosscut programming interfaces (XPI), which use ab-
stract interfaces to decouple aspects of a program module that interacts with other modules in the
system. Since modular design systems are generally implemented with procedural and functional
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programming languages instead of an aspect-oriented programming language, one severe conse-
quence of using crosscutting is the loss of its modular characteristics.
During the research of modular robotics, Shin et al. (2004) argued that one key to the success of
modular robotics is the ability to replace modules efficiently despite the paucity of interface con-
nections. Ito (2008), argued that if modular design is to be employed with machine tools, the joint-
ing method and joint surface connections (interfaces) should be made to some accepted standard.
Module Reusability
Module reusability can be a major cost saving feature when using modular design. Not only does
it reduce time spent in design, implementation and testing of the module, modular design also
allows development costs to be amortised over many projects. Numerous studies have shown that
reusing the product design is by far the most effective technique for reducing product development
costs: during the production of a camera, Aoyama et al. (2003) claimed that the reusability of the
product, along with significant cost cutting, was enhanced by using product modularisation; they
also point to the early introduction of modular design in the automobile industry where one vehicle
manufacturer obtained a substantial cost saving each year by using a common module within its
product family. On the other hand, Meyer (1987), claimed that object-oriented design is the most
promising technique for attaining reusability.
Module Serviceability and Maintainability
Gershenson et al. (1997) argued modular design should also include a factor for on-going mainte-
nance in an expanded definition of modularity. They claimed that this would produce a more robust
product by improving the on-going serviceability and maintenance of the product. Alagar et al.
(1992) agreed with this premise and suggested that as their object-oriented paradigm provides a
unifying model to integrate the phases of software development, it would be better able to cope
with evolutionary changes more easily and encourage reusability.
Instrument Enclosure Design
Narayanan (2002), described a tertiary level course in Electronic Instrumentation Design which
was designed to provide an understanding of all aspects of integrated instrumentation design and
construction to senior graduates and undergraduates. The course emphasised the electronic and
non-electronic concepts of instrumentation design and its development. This work argued that a
course on electronic instrumentation must encompass both the basic principles of electronic cir-
cuits used together with non-electronic concepts required in their design and development, includ-
ing a wide range of topics covering instrumentation enclosures, grounding and shielding of cables,
thermal analysis, vibration analysis, electronic packaging, and human factors. It is noteworthy that
the recommended text used in the course was ‘The Art of Electronics’, by Horowitz et al. (1994),
a comprehensive treatise of the art of electronics design. However, the course scope should have
been expanded to include the art of enclosure design.
In an article on naturally cooled electronic enclosures by Newberger (1996) described a simple
method to determine thermal operating conditions when using non-vented electronic enclosures,
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which may have been sealed to help reduce electromagnetic interference and to preclude the in-
gress of any environmental contaminants: such contaminants could well be flammable coal dust,
petroleum fumes, or water droplets into the instrumentation internals. The fitting of gaskets to fully
seal the enclosure against the ingress of contaminants brings with it additional problems of possible
thermal run-away conditions for the internal electronics unless special methods are implemented
to keep the operating temperature of the electronics under control. Cooling methods for enclosures
include convection cooling, fan-forced cooling, the liberal use of heat sinks or heat-exchangers, or
filling the sealed enclosure with a low differential temperature fluid which creates a virtual infinite
heat sink from the internal electronics to the environment outside of the enclosure surrounding
walls.
Front Panel Design
Non-commercial instrumentation often looks incomplete because of a poorly designed enclosure
or front panel. The front-panel, together with the enclosure, are sadly the last areas to be considered
in an instrument design, yet they are the most often accessed areas by an operator and yet remain
the most neglected features of the design – see Horowitz et al. (1994), Hunt et al. (2001), Portillo
et al. (2010), and Udolf et al. (1973). The enclosure is often a best fit selection of an off the shelf
specimen enclosure from a manufacturer’s catalogue but it still has to be to be radically modified
to shoe-horn the instrumentation internals into an ill-fitting enclosure, with the modification pro-
cess often damaging the enclosure finish. On the other hand, a commercially manufactured instru-
ment is often well designed and constructed by a team of personnel with skills in mechanical de-
sign, technical drawing and graphics, with ready access to workshop facilities for construction of
the enclosure and front panel prototypes.
Udolf et al. (1973) presented some useful guidelines in the design of a front panel in the form of
design caveats aimed at the less inexperienced instrumentation design engineer. Although the pa-
per is dated, the design issues to consider are still relevant to contemporary designs.
Portillo et al. (2010) presented case studies to demonstrate improvements in instrumentation de-
sign when older metering and switch-gear panels were replaced with electronic and microproces-
sor controlled devices; this resulted in a significant reduction in panel sizes together with a sizeable
reduction in costs.
Narciso (1990) argued that if one could provide the instrument designer with a common hardware
interface and firmware design strategy, the designer could be relieved of the need for system design
and can focus on more significant instrument design features.
Front Panels and Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs)
Many designs of instrumentation front panels have borrowed heavily from embedded systems de-
sign by using a graphical user interface (GUI) for the primary means of communication between
the user and the internal computing processor. This arrangement allows for almost all of the con-
trols on the instrument front panel to be removed and replaced by icons on a liquid crystal display
(LCD), all controlled by a touch-screen interface. Almarshoud (2011), claims that by including a
GUI, it will add additional software to the main program which will allows users to directly interact
with the direction and function of the main program.
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Bowen et al. (2006) claim that the design of the main instrumentation software should be combined
with the GUI software and not to keep them separate during early development. The author disa-
grees with that approach by suggesting this could compromise the loose coupling needed between
modules that modular design demands.
Chen et al. (2013) presented a design that could detect and classify finger touches and hand hov-
ering above an LCD without any modification to the display and without the addition of any sen-
sors to the LCD. This approach could be useful for legacy systems with a non-touch LCD, but may
be uneconomical in new designs because of the very low market prices for LCDs with touch
screens.
Software Interfaces and HCI Design
Many papers imply there is little difference between terms like human machine interface (HMI)
and human computer interface (HCI). The author considers that there is a significant difference
between the two and will use the term HMI when it means the interaction between a human with
an instrument having no added intelligence and human computer interface to mean the interaction
between a human and instrument which has intelligence embedded within some form of in-built
computer system.
Many courses on HCI design focus on rapid prototyping and the evaluation of multiple interface
alternatives, all in a mistaken belief that rapid prototyping and comparative evaluation are essential
to excellent interaction design. Included in this approach is how to make paper prototypes and
low-fidelity mock-ups that are interactive, and then apply these designs to generate feedback from
others (such as teammates, clients, and users).
In describing the HCI, MacGregor (1992) argued that if the HCI was viewed from an historical
perspective one might be provided with a variety of concepts, tools and contextual explanations
which might answer what HCI is, what needs to be done and how it was to be done. MacGregor
argued that because HCI has no defined vocabulary or language, HCIs cannot be effectively tested
and compared. Furthermore, much of HCI research has been concerned with the surface features
of the user-computer interface rather than the underlying structure itself.
HCI Lacking a Language
This Review of the literature agrees with MacGregor (1992) in that HCI design appears to be
lacking a language which would:
1. Allow one HCI design to be compared to another;
2. Allow HCI analysts to easily converse with HCI designers to resolve any contextual
problems at the HCI;
3. Provide help facilities to resolve technical design problems at the HCI;
4. Provide a clearer definition of HCI usability;
5. Suggest the notion that the HCI was technology driven; and
6. Help promote the art of HCI design.
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In Water O’Briant’s translation of Leibniz’s work (von Leibniz (1968)), he stated that a language
must be structured so it can provide both a grammatical analysis and a logic analysis of the prob-
lem. Leibniz demonstrated that since a natural language is not a structured language, it contains
both simple as well as complex constructs: it is easy to prove the correctness of a simple construct,
but it becomes an intractable task to identify and prove the truth of an infinite number of complex
constructs. Latin was the preferred language used in the discourse between the great philosophers
of the time and for the publication of ideas and knowledge and inventions because of its closeness
to that of a structured language.
The work by Manaris et al. (1994) claimed it had developed a natural language interface for the
Unix operating system from a set of well-formed specifications which described the lexical, syn-
tactic, semantic, and pragmatic aspects of the selected application domain. This interface was
called NALIGE, an acronym for NAtural Language Interface to Operating System Generation
Environment, and was described as a user interface management system used for cross-develop-
ment of natural language interfaces for an assortment of operating systems. The interface was
formed by selecting a subset of simple terms and expressions from the natural language and not
the full language which is add odds with Leibniz’s proposition for a structured language.
Instrument Safety
One important task in the design of any instrument is  the provision of overall  protection to the
instrumentation internals while at the same time providing protection to any human operator or
external equipment connected to the instrument.
Electrical safety is concerned with reducing the risk of injury to the operator from any electrical
or mechanical issues that may arise within the enclosure and its associated cables and fitments. All
instrumentation supplied or deployed should provide the lowest possible risk of injury to users and
to any external equipment. As Armstrong (2006) affirms, equipment safety must be maintained so
any unforeseeable fault must either result in a fail-safe situation or else must result in continued
safe operation. Design for Safety requirements should be a standard practice for all engineers en-
gaged in instrumentation design, but in countries where this is not so, there should be some form
of directive along these lines by a mandatory Safety regulation issued by an Electrical Regulatory
Authority. Where there is no formal safety compliance regime in place, the operator needs to be
vigilant when using any non-compliant instrumentation connected to a non-compliant electrical
supply; this may include using isolation transformers to galvanically separate the instrumentation
from the electrical supply, or use battery operated local power supply. An example of a mandatory
safety requirement for operators with land-based electrical equipment is described in Standards
Australia (2013b).
Instrumentation Designs for Marine-based Installations
Most marine installations using alternating current generation systems are generally wired in a
wye (star) configuration with the neutral connection not connected to the ship’s frame as a safety
measure (Ball et al. (1983)). The distribution system has an earth fault detection system that raises
an alarm if there should arise any connection between the frame of the ship and any phase or
neutral. The installation of instrumentation systems which are wired to comply with the mandatory
safety requirements of land-based systems where the instrument’s signal ground is connected to
its metal enclosure, could pose a hazard to safety on the ship if used without modification. All
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signal connections from the instrumentation to any of the ship’s devices should have all single-
conductor screened signal cables converted to tri-axial screened cables with the signal ground
connected to the inner screen and the enclosure connected to the cable’s outer screen. All electrical
power to the instrument must be completely isolated from instrument internals by an isolating
transformer or the instrument powered by batteries or a battery pack.
Instrumentation Designs for Explosive atmospheres
All electrical equipment to be used near flammable gases or vapours should be mounted within an
explosion-proof enclosure or made safe through intrinsic safety design (Standards Australia
(2011)). The equipment should also be certified or listed by a nationally recognised testing labor-
atory. This is particularly true of instrumentation to be used in underground installations where the
environment contains an explosive atmosphere such as coal gas, petroleum fumes, or coal partic-
ulates. One solution is to construct the enclosure from heavy-duty steel with walls of around 20
mm thick such that if an explosion were to occur, it would be confined within the explosion-proof
enclosure. The construction of these enclosures is fully described in NEMA 7 Enclosure Design,
Third Party Certification, Standards, and Field Modifications, by Hoy (1994).
Explosion-proof enclosures are very bulky and very expensive to make and certify. An alternate
instrument design approach for operation within an explosive atmosphere is to incorporate an in-
trinsic design methodology within the instrument design process. Standards Australia (2011) pub-
lication fully describes the requirements for incorporating intrinsically safe features into the in-
strument design process. The purpose of this design approach is to ensure that the energy contained
within a localised spark that could be created when any two parts of the instrumentation internals
are shorted or broken will be significantly less than the flash point required to cause an explosion
within the explosive atmosphere.
Instrumentation Designs for Outdoor Installations
Enclosure protection against moisture and objects is often characterised by its Ingress Protection
(IP) value. Standards Australia (2004), lists the degrees of protection afforded to each IP value for
instrumentation enclosures with electrical equipment rated voltage not exceeding 72.5kV. The
protection is for the ingress of fingers, dust or water. The usual classification designation is the
letters ‘IP’ followed by two numbers and/or two optional characters, which designate the level of
protection: for example, an enclosure with an IP68 rating is dust-tight and can be continuously
immersed in water without effecting its internals.
If the instrumentation enclosure cannot be fully sealed against the ingress of moisture, the design
strategy could include the use of hermetically sealed components, printed circuit boards con-
structed from Teflon or Kapton with the tracks sprayed with an insulating lacquer, or the addition
of internal heaters to remove the moisture within the enclosure prior to use, or filling the enclosure
with  a  moisture  expelling  inert  gas  or  a  moisture  removal  agent.  Past  designs  of  Vortel  omni-
directional antennae used expanding foam to fill the enclosure void.
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Instrumentation and Electromagnetic Capability
The term Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) is an electrical phenomenon and refers to a disturb-
ance that can affect an electrical circuit through either electromagnetic induction or electromag-
netic radiation emitted from a nearby source. Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) is the sup-
pression of unintentional generation, propagation and reception of electromagnetic interference
(EMI) from one source to a receiving circuit under consideration; the emitting source and the af-
fected receiving circuit may be within the same equipment.
The Comité International Spécial des Perturbations Radioélectriques (CISPR) is a special interna-
tional committee on radio interference, which was created in 1934 and sets standards for the level
and control of electromagnetic interference in electrical and electronic devices. CISPR is a part of
the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). CISPR standards generally relate to EMC
emission test methods and limits. One example of an emission standard for EMC with applications
in Instrumentation design may be found in ‘Electromagnetic compatibility—Requirements for
household appliances, electric tools and similar apparatus’ from Standards Australia (2013a).
There are a number of design procedures that can be followed to achieve the minimum EMC levels
in Instrumentation systems; For example, more effective cable routing and screening, the addition
of interference filters in cables to help reduce radiation from the enclosure, the provision of special
paths for the grounding and earth returns of internal circuits, the separation of the internal elec-
tronics power ground from the enclosure earthing system, and using battery power packs instead
of an integral switched-mode power supply, where possible.
Validation of an Instrumentation Design
A key milestone in an Instrumentation Design project is the verification of the constructed instru-
ment to satisfy the requirements set out in its formal specifications. Barrington et al. (1993) argued
that a formal specification has many roles in the development process including acting as the ve-
hicle for precise communication between the customer and the product supplier, where the cus-
tomer is fully informed of what he is buying, and the supplier knows exactly what he must build
to satisfy the client’s expectations. Often, formal specifications are embedded into the customer-
supplier contractual documentation as a deliverable product.
Validation using Physical Prototypes
Historically, the validation process of an instrumentation design often required the construction of
a physical prototype and a controlled environment in which to test the design for correctness of
operation and to determine its performance characteristics. In many cases, the construction of a
physical prototype for validation is not always a practicable or economical solution. It has been
found to be more preferable and economical to prove correctness of design by using locally at-
tached virtual tools or connection to a remote virtual laboratory as argued by Bian et al. (2010).
By default, an instrumentation prototype and its test environment are but a model of the final
product and its intended environment for usage. The testing of the prototype, however thorough,
cannot determine the final performance characteristics of the instrumentation but it can provide a
good guide to it. As a prototype is a model of the final instrument, it embodies two perspectives
of the final instrument: its abstract and its physical characteristics. Berger (2008) suggests that
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design engineers should be required to construct a physical prototype of the instrumentation to
perform tests as some form of sanity-check of the design correctness. In Chapter 8 of their book,
Dieter et al. (2009) provide a detailed description of the need for constructing a physical prototype
of the design and its testing. In particular, their work described a Rapid Prototype process using a
stereo-lithographical method which could quickly produce simple prototypes: 3D printers could
provide an economical solution in the rapid production of physical prototypes for testing in a la-
boratory, be it locally or remotely connected to the instrumentation design site.
Validation using Virtual Tools in a Local Mode
In this review, simulation and modelling tools are regarded as members of the set of virtual veri-
fication tools.
The performance of a prototype in its abstract form can be easily tested through software simula-
tion tools, which are also in an abstract form. In Anderson et al. (2006), they described how soft-
ware prototypes were employed to check for faulty code in software upgrades. The behaviour of
the physical implementation of a design can also be tested with simulation tools by first transform-
ing the physical aspects of instrument design into an abstract form with 3-dimension software
modelling tools. Dieter et al. (2009), provide a more detailed description of modelling and simu-
lation in Chapter 10 of their book.
Virtual tools used in the local validation of instrumentation designs can be targeted at all stages of
the design process and to the different modules of the instrumentation. For example, mathemati-
cally based modelling simulation tools, like ‘IBIS’ and ‘SPICE’, can be used to confirm the design
of electronic circuits at the early stages of development — see Almarshoud (2011), Berghmans et
al. (2002), Chang et al. , and Grybos et al. (2006). Software tools developed for design and capture
of electronic circuits by Altium, Mentor Graphics and National Instrument’s Multisim, provide
some internal simulation features for verification of the circuit operation; often with real-time
graphics display of signal waveforms. For local verification situations, testing of a physical proto-
type is impractical because of the lack of laboratory equipment required for this task.
For the verification of a mechanical design, there are 3D modelling tools similar to Solidworks
Simulation Tools from Dassault Systèmes. SolidWorks Simulation Tools provide a vast array of
tools for analysing the structure, motion, and multi-physics of the instrumentation mechanical parts
and assemblies, and for exploring fluid dynamics and heat flows around and through a virtual
prototype. Third party simulation software, tools integrated with Solidworks, provide a range of
testing facilities including: Electromagnetic Works (EMS), which provides electromagnetic sim-
ulation software based on the Finite Element Method; Desktop-EDA, which allows the exchange
of PCB design data between ECAD software and an MCAD system; Elecworks, allows users to
work in real time with the digital mock-up prototype of an instrumentation project.
Validation using a Remote Laboratory
A remote teaching laboratory, as Almarshoud (2011) described it in his review, is an on-line la-
boratory that enable students to measure and control the testing processes remotely in real time.
Employment of remote laboratory is particularly attractive in the teaching of students the art of
engineering design from remote locations; see also Anwar et al. (2011), Herrera et al. (2011), and
Baukal (2010).
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Littlefair et al. (2012), described the need for, and the design requirements of, a facility called the
Centre for Advanced Design in Engineering Training (CADET), which is located at the School of
Engineering, Deakin University, Australia. CADET will facilitate the teaching of engineering de-
sign and development students in on-campus and distance education modes in virtual and physical
modelling together with simulation and prototyping.
Haptics
The introduction of Haptics into a remotely accessed virtual workshop process can play a key role
in the virtual testing of the system. Olsson et al. (2013), describes how a simple visual feedback
on its own is not sufficient since an object touch and feel are difficult to determine in any accurate
way. By adding Haptics to the feedback process, one can improve the touch and feel testing task
of the prototype at the remote user’s end.
Literature Review Assessment
The referenced works pertaining to Instrumentation Design yielded many examples of specific
instrument designs and design methodologies. Instrumentation designs varied from a mechani-
cal/pneumatic configuration (gauges and meters), an extended mixture of mechanical plus electro-
mechanical devices (gauges plus relays), a combination of mechanical plus electronic devices
(gauges plus programmable logic devices), and a fully electronic design (software controlled em-
bedded computer). By adding electronics to the instrumentation design, the user could be remotely
located away from the central machinery site, providing increased operator safety, particularly
when using high speed rotating machines or the monitoring and control of machinery within dan-
gerous areas in underground mines or petroleum plants. The addition of electronics to the design
mix was claimed to have also improved the end life of the product, reduced the manufacturing
time, reduced production costs and increased maintainability and reliability. Many works demon-
strated how a simple change in the instrumentation design philosophy can improve the perfor-
mance of the instrument, extend its operating life and reduce development time and costs.
Modular Design Methodology
This Review examined many relevant works from the Literature which addressed the modular
design of instrumentation systems but found the majority tended to present a project view of an
instrument design with modular structures rather than a description of the design methodology.
Some references described the need to produce a specification of the intended system and seemed
to infer that from this action a modular structure would materialise, but no details of the design
methodology were found. In other references where the specifications of the instrument design
had been presented, there followed no procedures describing how to partition the instrumentation
system into functional modules. Some suggested the rule for module division was based on quality
and cost, others suggested maintenance and maintainability, while others suggested productivity
was the optimum choice. Very few of the referenced works used the functional behaviour defined
within the specifications as a model for the partitioning of an instrumentation system into struc-
tured modules. The philosophy of functional behaviour for modular design, which is the keystone
of this study, needs to be further examined in future research.
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Design of Instrumentation Enclosures, Front Panels, and HCI Design
It was noted that all the reviewed papers relevant to the design of instrumentation enclosures and
front panels did not describe any of the design processes, design examples or present any design
tutorials for the inexperienced engineer designer except for work by Udolf et al. (1973). Missing
also were any information about how to design enclosures, whether they be constructed from sheet
metal, sheet or extruded plastics, or created through CNC milling, or 3D printing.
Instrument Design Validation
The literature showed that an Instrumentation Design defined by a formal specification embodies
descriptive answers to the following questions: what is the purpose of the instrumentation; how it
will behave when certain inputs are applied; to which standards or performance characteristics
must it satisfy plus any additional requirements which the customer may request. The purpose of
the validation process is to verify the instrumentation design will satisfy the goals set out in the
formal specification.
Validation Using Prototypes
There has been a long held belief that verification of an Instrumentation Design can only be per-
formed by constructing and testing a prototype against the design specifications (Dieter et al.
(2009)). However, there are many cases where the construction of a prototype for the validation
of the instrumentation design is not a practicable or economical solution. The use of virtual tools
to create virtual prototypes such as 3D models is proving to be a more cost-effective solution and
should be explored further.
Validation using Local Virtual Tools
Leventhal (2006), describes a range of software simulation tools from leading suppliers which
would be suitable for local testing of virtual prototypes. Aside from this, the literature is sadly
lacking in any formal list of assessed virtual software tools suitable for inclusion in a virtual
toolbox. This situation will need to be addressed in future research by examining suitable software
tools to be incorporated within a toolbox of virtual tools for validation of instrumentation designs.
Validation using Remote Virtual Laboratories
The literature presented many references to remote laboratories and virtual workshops, which were
principally used as teaching tools for students in a distant learning environment. In an engineering
education context, the configuration and testing of a remote instrumentation design is limited by
the course resources and the virtual tools used. For a complete validation of any remotely designed
instrumentation, there needs to be a connection to the same type of simulation and modelling tools
that would be available in a local, or standalone mode.
Validation using Remote Laboratories
The validation of a physical prototype by a designer connected to a remote laboratory, through
communications technology like the internet, is an uneconomical and an impractical method of
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validation. It requires the prototype to be constructed, set up into various test configurations by
technicians at the remote laboratory and tested from a remote site by the user. The validation pro-
cess will be much more expensive and would require extensive resources in personnel and equip-
ment than would an equivalent validation process by a design engineer on-campus, or the remote
design engineer using local virtual tools, or the remote designer using a remote connection to a
Virtual Laboratory running virtual software tools. In addition, the data channel bandwidth between
the user and the equipment under test needs to be extraordinarily high; although such a communi-
cation channel is feasible, at the time of writing, the cost and practicality of furnishing such an
arrangement would far exceed the budgetary outlays of most student connections to a university
workshop.
If required, the testing of physical prototypes is best performed in person in a physical laboratory
with actual test equipment. This contention should be further investigated in future research.
Literature Review Conclusions
This review performed an in-depth search and review of the literature for similar works that are
relevant to the current research topic. The relevant works were examined to determine if there
were any gaps or shortcomings which would require changes in the direction of the intended re-
search. From these examinations, the following directions for the intended research are suggested.
Where possible, ensure the teaching methodology includes the best features of problem-based
learning, project-based learning, case-based teaching, with the full exploitation of the new Centre
for Advanced Design in Engineering Training at Deakin University, particularly with Remote Vir-
tual Laboratories and the construction and testing of physical prototypes.
Investigate the inclusion of enclosure design, front panel design, and HCI design within the Teach-
ing of Instrumentation design. Where possible, create a list of virtual tools from appropriate soft-
ware tools on the market which are suitable for assisting the design and development of modularly
designed instrumentation systems, including HCI.
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Chapter 3 Teaching Method and Surveys
Introduction
This Chapter describes the planned processes which were followed to satisfy the Research Aim:
“Teaching Engineering Design using Modular Design with Virtual Tools”. The scope of this Chap-
ter includes a description of the methods, processes and plans related to the research.
Activities and Tasks
Figure 3 Work Flow Processes graphically illustrates the sequence of major tasks performed when
making proposed changes to the current syllabus for the teaching of the new curriculum for
SEE712 Embedded Systems. Note that all data concerning curricula, lecturer and student details
are stored in a permanent and secure repository at the School of Engineering.
The description for each task procedure is as follows.
1. The SEE712 curriculum was changed to include the extra teaching elements of Modu-
lar Design shown earlier (see Chapter 4 Lecture Material on page 25).
2. The modified subject was taught to postgraduate students during Trimester 1 in 2015
with the new information contained in the lecture and laboratory material.
3. A survey of participating students was conducted seeking opinions and suggestions
about the conduct of the course and its relevance to the students’ needs. Analyses and
conclusions of the survey are described in Chapter 5 Survey  on page 56 et seq.
Figure 3 Work Flow Processes
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Deakin University Student Ethics Requirements
Deakin University requires all students conducting research with human participants to follow
specific guidelines which are detailed in the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human
Research (2014). These requirements include successfully completing courses in Human Research
Ethics and Research Integrity.
In addition, there was a mandatory requirement for the author to first submit a request form to gain
University approval to conduct any research using student results or the conduct of surveys. Dea-
kin University has imposed restricted limitations on the content and conduct of any survey of stu-
dents, or the use of any examination data: these directives are meant to protect the anonymity of
each student and to maintain the voluntary nature of their responses to any questionnaire.
Deakin University Intellectual Property Rules
The author is fully aware and accepts the rules governing Intellectual Property set by Deakin Uni-
versity whilst performing design and development during these research studies. In addition, the
author accepts and agrees to the Deakin University policies and procedures which proclaim the
University's current intellectual property policy for staff and students and how the University will
manage intellectual property: these guidelines include procedures which provide guidance on iden-
tification, disclosure, management and commercialisation of any intellectual property.
The author is fully aware of, and complied with, the following Deakin University requirements.
1. The need to keep an accurate record of works created during the research tenure with
Laboratory books being available from Deakin Research Commercial.
2. Instructions for Completing Laboratory Books.
3. Deakin University Invention Disclosure Forms.
4. The Intellectual Property Evaluation Process.
Student Surveys
A popular method used by many authors to solicit the attitudes of students to the content and
conduct of a course is to ask them to respond to a purposed designed survey. Deakin University
places strict guidelines on the application of Human Ethics in designing and conduct of a student
survey. With these guidelines in Human Ethics in mind, a survey was designed, approved and
prepared for postgraduate students undertaking the SEE712 Embedded Design course. It was given
an approval identifier of “STEC-23-2015-BRADY”.
The work by Brace (2004) is an excellent guide for anyone who needs to develop a questionnaire
survey which gathers data but it warns the reader to be very wary of the results if the survey uses
the wrong questions, or poorly phrased questions. The answers obtained may be much worse than
meaningless, they may be totally misleading.
A very comprehensive review of responses from engineering students to a standardised student
feedback questionnaire over a seven-year period was conducted by (Calvo et al. (2010)). The re-
sults showed students were very concerned more with the size of classes whilst student satisfaction
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and learning experiences were directly related to the professional teaching status of the lecturer. It
was noted that student research activity, nature of employment and gender did not reveal any sig-
nificant relationships. This work revealed that engineering students became satisfied with the qual-
ity of their subjects when the following facts became known:
1. the learning outcomes and expected standards were made clear;
2. teaching indeed helped them to learn;
3. they acquired valuable graduation attributes,
4. the assessment allowed them to demonstrate all they have understood'
5. they could see the relevance of their subject to their degree;
6. faculty staff were responsive to feedback;
7. their prior learning prepared them well for the current instruction;
8. they could understand their teacher; and
9. the faculty infrastructure was seen to be supportive.
Survey Structure
The structure of the proposed survey adhered to the following guidelines.
1. One must identify and record specific objectives for the survey before composing the
questions. This will help focus questions on important topics that truly require answers.
Experience shows that some surveys often ask too many questions and gathers
unnecessary data. Rather, questions should be posed to test or confirm specific
hypotheses. If one likely answer to a hypothesis is strongly suspected, special attention
must be given to writing unbiased questions. The ideal objective is to achieve close to
100% student participation in order to improve the validity of the answers.
2. The survey should introduce a brief overview of the objectives of the survey. This is
intended to place the student into a non-anxious state and to allay any fears of what is
expected.
3. The survey length is important, with about 15-30 questions being appropriate (Presser et
al. (2004) and Brace (2004)). It is difficult to assess the validity of the later questions in
an overly long survey as the student's enthusiasm and interest will decrease to the point of
anger, particularly for students completing the survey on a voluntary basis. If the length
of the survey is too long, it will be necessary to prioritise each question: for example, is
the answer to this question an essential piece of information or is it simply nice to know?
4. The wording of questions requires careful thought. In general, questions should be
concise, clear, and relate to one issue of concern. All questions should be written in a
non-gender specific, neutral language. Remove any wording that may be biased or
judgemental which could direct the student's response to a particular answer (leading the
student).
5. Placement of questions within the questionnaire should be grouped along with headings
to help guide the respondent. All the questions within the group should be listed in a
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logical, orderly, and related manner. The order of the questions does matter, as will
questions of a contentious nature may adversely affect the survey answers.
Suggested Survey Layout
Research of the literature suggests that questions of a sociological nature are best to be asked
towards the end of the questionnaire. These types of questions require the least effort in thought,
which allows the student more time to answer the more difficult and challenging questions. Like-
wise, questions that can be perceived as personal or could directly or indirectly identify the student
are not permitted as they will violate student anonymity.
Responses that are easily quantifiable and subjected to computation analysis can be framed within
a Likert intensity based scale ((Bailey Lee et al. (2013))). Using a Likert scale framework allows
the participant to take a stand on a topic and does not force a simple yes or no answer. Likert
questions are based upon a single question theme: they may have from 3-10 scales arranged along
a continuum of responses, although the literature suggests around five results to provide a wide
spread of responses. If an odd number of responses are permitted, this will allow the middle re-
sponse  to  act  as  a  neutral  answer.  It  is  important  to  maintain  consistency  amongst  Likert  scale
questions, so that all worse-to-best scales run in one direction, generally from left to right. The
literature suggests that a scale with the worst response to the left results in a lower mean with a
wider standard deviation; alternatively, a best to worse arrangement provides a higher mean re-
sponse.
Open-ended short answer questions do provide richer, more personalised responses, but they are
harder to mark and analyse since group summaries can only be made after time-consuming content
analysis. Surveys limit the number of short-answer questions because survey analysts are not pre-
pared to spend considerable time in assessing the results.
Privacy and Voluntary Issues
It is essential that surveyed students feel that their total anonymity is fully protected. If students
feel their anonymity is not maintained, the survey will either be not completed, or will have self-
censored data. Often, students need to be motivated to complete a survey, yet they still need to feel
their contribution is voluntary.
Post Survey
The survey should provide a brief message of how the data will be used and a genuine thank you
to the participant along with a reassurance that someone will read and analyse the submitted data;
this will be helpful in encouraging the participant's cooperation in the future, otherwise students
may lose their enthusiasm to complete future surveys because they were never given any feedback
for work done in previous surveys. It is recommended that summary reports of the survey and its
results be created and widely distributed to contributing students and relevant faculty members.
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Aims of the survey
There are gaps in the literature regarding design backgrounds of students studying engineering
design. This survey will hopefully attempt to solicit answers as to why students chose to study
SEE712 Embedded Systems Design at Deakin University and what were their expectations to the
level of design experience they thought they would gain.
Research design and methods
A survey was asked of engineering students in postgraduate unit SEE712 at the end of the Tri-
mester 1, 2016. Data collection was via a survey over the internet through Survey Monkey.
Access to non-identifiable, existing stored student examination data for Trimester 1 2015 and 2016
was also obtained and used in the assessments.
Risks and benefits
Future postgraduate students in engineering design will benefit from any improvement in the
teaching practices in engineering design. There were no foreseen or expected risks.
Monitoring
The research project was continuously monitored by the principal researcher, Assoc. Prof Joor-
dens. The members of the research team regularly met on a weekly schedule via Skype. All project
business was discussed at that time.
Resources
Other than subscription costs to Survey Monkey, no special funding was required.
Conflict of interest
None of the researchers, or others involved in this project, had any conflict of interest in the con-
duct of the teaching or examination of students.
Participants
Participants were drawn from all the students enrolled in SEE712 to voluntarily complete an anon-
ymous survey over the internet.
The recruitment process
Each student enrolled in SEE712 was sent a request by email to partake in a voluntary and anon-
ymous survey at Survey Monkey by the principal researcher. An introductory statement explaining
the purpose and intention of the survey was attached to the body of the email; a more direct Plain
Language Statement was embedded in the preparatory pages of the survey itself.
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Publication of results
The following points should be noted.
1. The principal researcher is responsible for disseminating individual results to each
participant who requested it following in an email.
2. Reporting of the research will be through formal publication of the research results in
academic journals and through improvements in the teaching methods/framework.
3. Participant confidentiality was assured because the source of the data can never be linked
to any participant nor can the participant be identified as having undertaken the survey at
all.
Teacher Survey
The sentiments of the teachers engaged in the conduct of the course are a valued contribution to
how difficult a course has been to present. This section sought comments from teachers about all
facets of the conduct of the course to better foresee any need for changes to the teaching methods,
teaching aids, teaching assistance, course materials, improvements to the availability of projects
offered, or maybe changes to the course content.
The teacher survey was not an inquisition of teachers but an assessment of teachers’ experiences
with teaching the course. Responses to this survey were voluntary with typical questions as fol-
lows.
1. Did the supplied course material permit you to easily and clearly explain the objectives,
requirements and grading system of the course?
2. Were there any difficulties experienced when explaining assignments clearly to students?
3. Were the targeted standards of the course too low, too high or appropriate for this cohort
of students?
4. Do you recommend any changes to the teaching framework, course structure, teaching
material or course content? If so, please explain.
5. Did the course provide a variety of ways to measure what was learned by way of tests,
projects, discussions, etc.?
6. Did the course require improvements to the recognition and acknowledgement of
individual student effort?
7. Does more effort need to be directed at keeping teaching staff and students better
informed?
8. Is there anything with teaching this subject or class that frustrated you or could be
improved?
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Designing the Survey
Plain Language Statement to Participating Students
A Plain Language Statement was emailed to each SEE712 Embedded Systems student in accord-
ance with the Deakin University guidelines. It invited the student to take part in a research project
questionnaire designed by the author, to improve the Engineering Design Teaching method and
curriculum in SEE712. The Statement sought their views and opinions of the course and its con-
duct for the purpose of improving the students’ learning experience. It further informed the partic-
ipant that all information gathered will be used to improve the method of teaching engineering
design using modular design methodology with virtual tools to improve student engagement. The
Statement further allayed any fears the student may have about their anonymity by assuring them
all data will be unidentified and individual participants will not be able to be recognised in any of
the data collected.
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Chapter 4 Lecture Material
Introduction
This presentation material was produced to aid the lecturer in introducing students to the features
of Modular Design. The material is set out on overhead projector slides with lecturer notes at-
tached. The material includes three examples of real practical designs (by the author) using Mod-
ular Design principles to reduce the design complexity of a system by reducing the system into
smaller manageable functional modules: a method conceived and developed by the author.
The Modular Design methodology for engineering systems design and construction employs a set
of structured processes and virtual development tools that allow the design engineer to transform
a complex system (the intended instrument) into smaller modules that can be developed and tested
independently of each other, then assembled together later with little or no further modification.
Each module is constructed from a common library of commonly available off the shelf compo-
nents (COTS). This will reduce the development time and cost. As each module can be re-config-
ured or recycled, this will provide for the extension of the product life-cycle and reduction in
obsolescence, thus reducing any on-going future maintenance costs.
The Modular Design process developed by the author comprises two sets of structured procedures:
The Functional Design Process and the Physical Design Process. During the Functional Design
Process, a function diagram is constructed; this diagram completely describes the functional spec-
ifications of the system. The functional description of each module is uniquely described and
placed in the diagram with functional connections between its input and output ports to the input-
output ports of other modules.
Table 1 Mapping Table
Functional Design (Virtual) Physical Design
Module Functional
Description
Physical Re-
quirements
Physical
Properties
Once the Functional Design Process has been completely described, the Physical Design Process
can be started. The Physical Design Process transforms each functional module into the physical
world as shown in its mapping table. In the Physical Design Process, we define the physical char-
acteristics of the physical module whose behaviour is already defined in the abstract domain. In
order to do this, we must be able to define all the hardware requirements and properties placed on
each module by the end-user. These requirements are a list of operational characteristics that the
end-user expects the module to possess: these include such characteristics as working speed, work-
ing temperature limits, power handling and control, voltage and current limitations, etc. In addi-
tion, there are other characteristics that need to be satisfied: physical properties; the physical prop-
erties of each module are concerned more with construction and material features of physical mod-
ule, these include whether the item is to be machined, constructed from metal or non-metal, ferrous
or non-ferrous material, surface finishes, painted or non-painted, etc.
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Steps in the Functional Design Process
The Functional Design portion of the Table is concerned with the functional specifications, or
“what the module is expected to do”, the Physical Design portion of the Table is concerned with
“how the module is to be constructed” in order to perform the functional specifications.
1. Partition the overall system architecture into as small as possible functional modules that
can be bounded by two simple input-output ports, which are loosely coupled to other
modules.
2. Manipulate/reduce each functional module it can be best be described by a single
mathematical relationship, or transfer function, between a single pair of input-output
ports.
3. If more than two ports exist, or feedback paths to other modules exist, continue to reduce
the functional module further until there is only one input and one output port.
4. Ensure that loose coupling exists between module interfaces and any human-machine
interface. Verify that the module is only executing actions on the input or output signals
that pertain to the module under consideration, all actions not being part of the transfer
function of the module under consideration must be placed completely within another
module.
5. Create a Modular Design Mapping Table as seen in Table 1. Copy the list of names of
each functional module into the Functional Module column.
6. Enter the functional relationships of each functional module into the column “Functional
Description” for that module, including any additional functional design fact that
expresses functional performance.
Steps in the Physical Design Process
Once the system functional descriptions have been clearly defined, which is characterised by the
completion of the functional diagram and the functional design elements in Table 1, the next step
is to process each functional module into a physical module.
1. Examine all the functional modules to determine which module best describes the central
(key) or object of the system functional design. Use this module as the “pivot” for the
Physical Design Process.
2. Group together Physical Modules that have shared or similar physical processes.
3. Identify all the physical properties of each Physical Module such as construction
material, colour, working temperature, working voltages, etc.; Enter these data into the
Physical Properties column alongside each module in the Mapping Table.
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Lecture Presentation
Introduction to Engineering Design using Modular Design with Virtual Tools
These notes are presented as a background of information to the presenter of these lectures.
They are intended to be all encompassing but not guaranteed to provide every piece of information
that may be required for a full understanding of the subject.
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What is a System?
Before one begins to teach in areas like System Design we need to first define what we mean by
'system', 'design' and 'art of design'. The word 'system' has a bad history as it has been defined by
many authors to mean anything that comes to one’s mind, whether it be true or not.
The scope of a system could be shown as a set of intersecting circles or a Venn diagram. Each
circle is the boundary of a set of elements that contains like elements. For many students, the use
of Venn diagrams may be a better graphical method in helping to simply explain that the term
'system' is similar to a 'set of'. Thus, these 'sets of elements' can also be viewed as 'modules' in the
engineering sense.
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The Art of Design
Here we take the definition of 'design' and elevate its meaning into an 'art', where an 'art' refers
more to the ancient meaning of a human creative 'skill' and is not solely expressed in a visual form
such as a painting or sculpture. Creative engineering design is no different in its processes to that
faced by a painter or sculptor.
A current misunderstanding with engineering design is that it is a human process that springs from
innovation or replication, instead of rightly being a creative process driven in many cases by in-
spiration from within. For example, a new innovated design of a wheel will produce an improved
wheel with a bigger or different structure, it does not introduce a revolutionary new concept that
could replace the wheel.
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Design Methods
This is an introduction to the concept of a design methodology being a set of procedural steps one
follows to produce a design. Each methodology is different in the sense that it may have a different
goal, or it may have a similar goal but a different path to the mountain top. In top-down design,
we start with an understanding of what the end-product is to do and how it is to behave (its speci-
fications), then we determine in which way we can best achieve it: for example, can we find some
other product that closely mimics many of its features and characteristics or do we have to com-
pletely design the new product from scratch?
This approach relies on the designer's ability to move from a conceptual (abstract) understanding,
define the transfer functions of the module concerned, then turn the product into a physical imple-
mentation.
Bottom-up design begins with a physical model of the product then the designer attempts to closely
match this instantiation with the performance characteristics of the abstract specification. This
approach will be followed in the modelling and simulation design approach we will be using later
with Ansys Simplorer.
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Complex Systems
To help explain why a Modular Design method was needed, we examine what is a complex system
and the need for its reduction in complexity by partitioning the complex system into smaller man-
ageable modules – this is the key reason for using modular design. Not all systems appear to be
complex, not until one attempts to model and analyse one. It is then one can observe the array of
different parts (modules) that come from a multitude of different subsystems.
There is not one single function that can describe most systems as each is comprised of elements
from multi-dimensions.
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Characteristics of a Complex System
This slide is copied with thanks to the New England Complex Systems Institute at http://necsi.edu/.
It clearly shows in the circular diagram that this 'complex system' can be composed of many sub-
modules. Each sub-module consists of even smaller sub-sub-modules (shown as blue, clear and
green). Each of these sub-sub-modules are formed from many components, which can come from
the same set of components.
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Reducing System Complexity by Functional Partitioning
The secret of the modular design methodology is its ability to reduce the complexity of a system
by functional partitioning of the system into modules by gathering similar lower-level operations
into one single module governed by a single purpose.
1. Each partitioned module might be defined by its operating function to an input signal:
e.g., filter, amplifier, integrator.
2. Its processing role within the system: analogue, digital memory, CPU, clock;
Incorporating an expanded definition of modularity called 'service modularity' into the product's
development – in this case a more robust product with a better service and maintenance life can
be had.
By incorporating an expanded definition of modularity called 'manufacturing modularity' into the
product development phase, a better product could be manufactured.
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Complex Systems and Modular Design
The literature shows many examples of modular design based on different partitioning methods:
functionality, product and/or manufacturing processes, profitability or serviceability driven. With
the increased use in automation and robotics, manufacturability and assembly manufacturing flows
are an increasing reason for modularity.
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Modular Design Method with Virtual Tools
Complex systems, by their very construction and difficulty in testing and analyses, require special
tools in the modelling and simulation phases of the design. The literature has not revealed a single
tool in this regard, but a combination of tools can be co-opted. The underlying glue holding these
tools together invariably resides with the designer as there is no fully developed language to date
that can be used in the design of a complex system using modular methods, although those devel-
oped by Ansys, Maple, LabVIEW, and others come close.
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Modular Design Functional Partitioning Procedure
This slide describes the basic steps to be used in the modular partitioning process of Modular
Design. The iteration process terminates when the reduced module can be described by a single
equation (transfer function), has one input and one out port, with all feedback paths replaced by a
signal generator described by an equivalent function within the module. Feedback connections
pose a difficult problem to set up and to solve, particularly when it is generated by a signal from
another module.
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Modular Design and the need for Loose Coupling
This slide basically tells the full story. Comparing module coupling with that of a transformer is a
close analogue. With a transformer, one can model a physical load connected across the secondary
windings of a transformer as being equivalent to a virtual load placed across the primary winding;
some circuit analysts like to show the equivalent reflected load and induced back EMF as being in
series with the primary circuit to highlight the jωM phase changing effects of the mutual coupling.
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Modular Design – Characterising External Modules or Sensors
Modules that are external to the system often must be quantified so the first module in the system
can handle the signal levels. In the main we are dealing with external sensors and we do need an
understanding of the sensor’s performance characteristics to correctly design the first input mod-
ule. Often an educated guess is made, but at least it is a starting point.
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Example 1 – Scanning Gantry Environment Context
In  this  example,  the  positioning  of  the  slide  assemblies  are  manually  controlled  by  an  operator
through a local computer system or in a programmed fashion from commands from a remote host
computer. These positions will be in 3-dimension coordinates of the form Θ,  entered through a
keyboard or sent by the remote computer.
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Example 1 – Scanning Gantry Functional Module Diagram
The original specification for the Scanning Gantry was intended in a research into Parkinson’s
disease by Dr Steven Meikle of the Department of Brain and Mind Research at University of Syd-
ney, Meikle et al. (2003). This called for a Scanning Gantry that could handle radioactive detectors
weighing up to 3kg each, with up to 4 units per disc. One original suggestion was for an expansion
of an X-Y plotter system developed for the Dept. Physics, UOW, prior to 2002. This unit used
stepper motors that were parallel wired to a fast X-Y controller. Copying this method for up to 8
radial slide modules proved to be intractable because of the inflexible cabling problems. The con-
cept of Modular Design was then born with each module representing a motor actuator and being
linked together with a bidirectional communication line like the proprietary I2C network from
Philips. Nowadays, this paradigm may change with the use of radio links connecting modules and
adding microcontroller intelligence into each module to speed up the motors.
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Example 1 – Scanning Gantry Virtual Mapping Table
The concept of a mapping table was introduced by the author to provide formalisation of the prob-
lem through separating abstract and physical views of the design project. A more integrated and
automated capability will be provided later with the introduction of the virtual system design tools
from Ansys. The spreadsheet approach was an early, but cumbersome, approach to solving this
problem.
The table shown presents the two views of the design: abstract and physical implementation. The
abstract parameters are confined to column 3, whilst columns 4 and 5 contain the known physical
parameters.
The table is created from the functional drawing on the previous slide (14). The major motor mod-
ules are shown as Items 1 through 3, although there are many other motor modules together with
a system microcontroller, LCD display, keyboard, etc. Although important, these additional mod-
ules have been omitted from discussion because they do not materially affect the explanation. The
Transfer Function for each module is shown in column 3 while the first gantry design physical
parameters are shown in column 4. Of note there are no change to the abstract functions when the
physical implementation was largely increased. This did mean a drastic increase in the mechanical
improvements required but the abstract functionality remained the same.
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Example 1 – Comparison of Virtual and Physical Slides
The design progresses from the abstract through the virtual domain to the physical domain.
Slide 16 shows a virtual model of the slide assembly prototype before it  is  transformed into its
physical implementation form though machining and milling. Tests are made of the virtual model
before attempting to develop the physical prototype. While the design is still in the virtual model
stage, changes can be readily made which are simple, easy and of no cost.
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Example 1 – Scanning Gantry Final Assembly
The Gantry base unit is machined from a solid aluminium plate with slide rails and guides for easy
mounting of the top Scanner frame and detector rotation discs.  The top Scanner frame assembly
is propelled in the horizontal Z-axis plane by a powerful stepper motor driving a low-friction lead
screw and ball bearing assembly mounted underneath the base unit.
The top Scanner Disc assembly, which is mounted on the top of the Scanner frame, can be rotated
clockwise through 360o from its reset position by a motor unit using a belt and pulleys to achieve
a large mechanical advantage. The Scanning Gantry can be supplied with either a single or dual
(tandem) Scanning disc units - where each Scanning Disc unit can support up to four detectors
mounted on quick attach and easily removable Radial motor modules. The Radial motor modules
consist of a stepper motor attached to a moving mounting plate by a short , accurately machined,
lead screw and backlash-free bearing assembly. This arrangement permits in-out radial movement
of the detector from the centre of the disc.
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Example 2 – Gamma Probe Environment
The lymphatic system is a part of the body’s circulatory and immune systems. It comprises a net-
work of lymphatic vessels distributed throughout the body. Lymph fluid is pumped from the body
extremes towards the heart in an opposite direction to the blood flow system of arteries and veins.
Lymph is  a  clear  and  colourless  fluid  -  the  word  "lymph"  comes  from the  Latin  word  lympha,
which means "connected to water”. Unlike blood, which flows throughout the body in a continuous
loop from the heart towards the body extremities (through arteries) and back again (through veins),
lymph fluid flows in only one direction: upward toward the neck.
There is no one Lymph pump like the heart is to the body’s blood supply system but a series of
very simple one-way pump valves along the inside of the lymph vessels. Major parts of the Lym-
phatic system are the tonsils, adenoids, spleen and thymus. The tonsils are large clusters of lym-
phatic cells found in the throat and are the body's first line of defence as part of its immune system.
The tonsils fight bacteria and viruses that enter the body through the mouth or nose.
The spleen, which is located on the left side of the body just above the kidney, is the largest lym-
phatic organ. The spleen controls the amount of red blood cells and blood storage in the body, and
helps to fight infection. If the spleen detects potentially dangerous bacteria, viruses, or other mi-
croorganisms in the blood, it — along with the lymph nodes — creates white blood cells called
lymphocytes, which act as defenders against invaders. The lymphocytes produce antibodies to kill
the foreign microorganisms and stop infections from spreading.
The thymus is located in the chest just above the heart; it stores immature lymphocytes (specialised
white blood cells) and prepares them to become active T cells, which help destroy infected or
cancerous cells.
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Example 2 – Gamma Probe Functional Modules
One of the characteristics of cancer cells in the body is they have a ravenous appetite, they devour
any and all cells (and molecules) within their close proximity, including healthy body cells. By
injecting a sugar based solution laced with a radioactive material, into the blood, the cancer cells,
if any, will devour the radioactive sugar along with healthy cells.
If one laces the sugar fluid with Technetium-99, a high gamma radiation source, these radioactive
sugar molecules will be eaten by the cancer cells and will be revealed by a gamma detector probe
like the lights on a Christmas tree. As there are no single Silicon gamma radiation detector cur-
rently available because the gamma ray frequency and energy is too high and is not absorbed by
the silicon detector and passes right through it – although this is not true for germanium detectors
BUT these have a high temperature dependency and must have cooling applied to lower its oper-
ating temperature to reduce its background noise level.
We can interpose a scintillator material between the incident gamma ray and the detector to convert
each burst of gamma ray into small flashes of white light; the Silicon detector is operated in its
spectroscopy mode to detect and count each flash of light.
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Example 2 – Gamma Probe Virtual Mapping Table
Experiments with high energy radioactivity shows that radiation with energies above 400keV pass
through a silicon detector without any effect. At radiation energies below 50keV, the silicon de-
tector begins to absorb more and more of the radiation. At radiation energies around 2keV, the
radiation is completely absorbed within 100 micrometres of travel within the silicon material. This
is called the spectroscopy or photoelectric effect. At higher radiation energies, ionizing or Comp-
ton scattering will predominate. That is why silicon photo-detectors have junction thicknesses
around 200 micrometres approximately.
Scintillators operate by transforming high energy radiation into pulses of light, or photons, by way
of luminescence. Scintillators are made from materials like plastics, NaI inorganic crystals.
The resultant light output has a characteristic wavelength and generates a defined number of pho-
tons for each MeV of incident radiation, depending on scintillator material — 4000 photons/MeV
for CeF3 to 65,000 photons/MeV for CsI(TI). Scintillator materials have a high Z (atomic number)
and are able to absorb and detect higher radiation energies, particularly those from 100 keV to 2
MeV.
The minimum limit for detection of incident radiation for a photodiode occurs when it receives
incident radiation with a power corresponding to a signal-to-noise ratio of 1. In other words, when
the incident radiation produces a signal (photocurrent) equal to the generated noise, the noise
equivalent power has been reached.
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Example 2 – Gamma Probe Virtual Design
Example 2 is an illustration of the gamma-probe 'system' depicted with a 3D transparency view
using Solidworks. It comprises three sub-modules:
1. two rechargeable Lithium Poly-sulphate batteries mounted on two sub-modules PCBs,
along with piezo speaker;
2. a long gamma photo-detector PCB with counting circuitry electronics (the larger PCB);
and a
3. Smaller gamma photo-detector, scintillator and its electronics.
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Example 3 – Urethra Probe Environment
The Australian Institute of Health and Welfare data highlights that Prostate cancer will afflict
17,250 males whilst breast cancer will afflict 15,740 females in 2015.
The prostate gland secretes a fluid that nourishes and protects sperm during ejaculation. The pros-
tate squeezes this fluid into the urethra,  and it’s expelled with sperm as semen. Infection of the
prostate gland can cause inflammation of the prostate, which can be treated with antibiotics. En-
larged prostate, or benign prostatic hypertrophy (BPH), can affect all men over 50. Symptoms of
difficult urination tend to increase with age. Medicines or surgery can treat BPH. Prostate cancer
is the most common form of cancer in men (besides skin cancer), but only one in 35 men die from
prostate cancer. Some men choose to delay treatment, which is called watchful, or hopeful, wait-
ing.
There are many therapies (modalities) used to treat prostate cancer including: surgery, radiation,
hormone therapy, and chemotherapy. This example describes one low dose radiation treatment
called ‘brachytherapy. Brachy (from the Greek) meaning ‘close’ or ‘near’. Seeds containing low
doses of radiation are encapsulated into small 4 mm x 0.8 mm titanium capsules, which are then
injected permanently into the prostate gland. Over a period of time, the decaying radioactive iso-
tope slowly kills the carcinoma in the prostate, and the prostate as well. Iodine I-125 and Palladium
Pd-103 are the most popular radio nuclides used in low dose brachytherapy procedures. This is to
ensure that no excessive amount of seeds have been inserted into the prostate gland to cause pe-
ripheral damage to the urethra and/or the bladder. The instrument was NOT designed to determine
the absolute radiation dose or total radiation absorbed in the prostate gland, it was designed as a
safety alarm to warn when the current radiation levels at the urethra exceeded a maximum
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Example 3 – Prostate Probe Functional Modelling Diagram
This slide graphically illustrates the functional modules identified as important and necessary to
describe  the  system.  Normally,  we  would  show a  further  level  of  partitioning  to  form a  deeper
hierarchy of function sub-modules as the module layer shown here may be too high. The depth
depends on the software tools and personnel available.
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Example 3 – Uncertainty with Radiation Measurements
Radiation is measured in one of two units: the first is a measure of the rate at which you are being
exposed to a source of radioactivity, while the second is a measure of the total amount of radiation
you have accumulated over time. This project uses two measuring units: dose rate  ̇ in centiGrays/h,
and total Dose D in Grays — note the dot above the D to represent differentiation wrt time in Dose
RATE. The measurement sensor is the photon detector inserted in the urethra and it is bombarded
with photons from many different radioactive Iodine I-125 atoms spaced randomly in the prostate
gland. These seeds will all cause the dosimeter to register a count for every photon that breaches
the wall of the urethra. We need to relate these counts of photons back to the radiation strength of
the seed.
An energy spectrum of radioactive Iodine (I-125) is shown on the attached slide and demonstrates
that unlike a single frequency signal, radiation is a collection of photons having different energy
levels. The summation of all of these will be a vector sum of the effects of each single photon. But
the graph shows the spectrum of the distribution at one point in time and it is not repetitive or
periodic. A similar experiment performed later might have similar energy peaks but different pho-
ton counts.
We use a statistical value called the Dose Rate Constant to relate the average effects on these
received photons on the number counted. Because this behaviour relates to Quantum mechanics,
we cannot identify any specific photon as each traces out an anisotropic path rather than regular
isotropic paths traced by inter-planetary objects. Isotropic paths are like light reflections from a
regular smooth surface such as from a polished mirror, whilst an anisotropic path is one traced out
by many light reflections from a strip of velvet cloth. The photonic radiation received by a semi-
conductor detector also travels along anisotropic paths, the strength of each photon decaying as
the inverse square of the distance travelled (1/d2). In any case, we cannot backtrack the path to the
emitting seed, nor to its current energy level. Its arrival creates an extra count.
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Example 3 – Prostate Prove Virtual Mapping Table
In this project design, the ability to determine the emitting source, energy level and pathway travel
was foregone because of the difficulty in achieving this in a low-cost dosimeter. These features
are wanted in a much more expensive instrument like a CT or an MRI. The Dose Rate constant Ʌ
is determined by the Brachytherapy society and contained in a set of look up tables - these tables
are generated and maintained by the US Brachytherapy Society. For those interested in the details
of these tables should visit www.americanbrachtherapy.org.
The Kfactor constant is determined from solving the differential equation of the Dose Rate expo-
nential decay curve D(d/dt)=D0 exp(-t/T½) over at least five half-lives (5T½) to calculate the ex-
pected total dose in the prostate. This integration returns a simple Kfactor value of around 20.77
which when multiplied by the current dose rate approximates to the expected total dose.
Note:  Every time the instrument is switch on, the measured value starts with a different D0, so all
previous counts and absorbed dose values are lost. The dose is an ACCUMULATED value starting
at t=0, which could be retained if the instrument was provided with a clock calendar system and
non-volatile permanent memory storage.
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Example 3 - Prostate Probe Prototype
Slide 26 shows a completed prototype instrument ready for preliminary acceptance testing. Digital
displays show current Dose Rate and Total Dose. Later improvements included miniaturisation of
the urethra probe (foreground) and changes to the semiconductor radiation detector with a boost
FET to overcome large cable capacitances from long lead lengths. Two alarms, amber (warning)
and red (danger), are shown for radiation toxicities of  (i) 174 Gy and (ii) 225 Gy at the wall of the
urethra to alert the surgeon.
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Chapter 5 Survey Outcomes
Introduction
This chapter presents the results of the student survey described in Chapter 3. The modified lecture
material describing the modular design methodology was presented to students in Trimester 1,
2016. Students who were trained in the modular design process and how to partition a system into
functional modules were presented with a voluntary questionnaire soliciting opinions of their ex-
periences with the modified course and their newly acquired ability to better handle the design of
a complex system.
Survey Results
The Questionnaire selections and percentages for Question 1 through Question 8 are shown in
Figure 4. We received 20 completed surveys. Each segment of the histogram bar compares the
percentage results of each selection presented; Selection values with Sel1 implied very high agree-
ment, Sel2 was a high agreement, Sel3 was a medium agreement, Sel4 represented a low agree-
ment, Sel5 represented no agreement whatsoever.
Question and Answer Breakdown of Survey
1. How has studying SEE712 improved your ability to determine the functional modules of
an engineering system?
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65% chose a “very high agreement”, 35% selected a “high agreement”. Student
responses appeared to respond favourably to the new direction of the course.
2. How has participation in SEE712 Embedded Design course improved your ability to
design or model an engineering system?
50% of the replies were “extremely high agreement” while 45% were “high agreement”.
These responses were in respect to how students’ felt their participation in the modified
SEE712 Embedded Design course improved their ability to design or model an
engineering system.
3. How much has the completion of SEE712 Embedded Systems improved your
understanding of functional design?
The results show over 80% of students felt their studies contributed a “high” to “very
high” improvement in their understanding of functional design, a key feature in modular
design.
4. How much has the completion of studying SEE712 Embedded Systems improved your
understanding of Complex Systems?
These results confirm that over 80% of students agreed to the proposition that the
modified course improved their understanding of complex systems.
5. Has SEE712 Embedded Systems provided you with a clear understanding of the Modular
Design process with respect to the reduction in the complexity of a system design?
100% of students agree at a “very high” level with this proposition.
6. How much has studying SEE712 Embedded Systems shown you how to reduce the
complexity of a system design by using the Modular Design method?
5% of students agreed at a “very high” level with this proposition whilst 80% agreed at
a “high” level.
7. Do you feel the course details of SEE712 Embedded Systems can be improved, reduced
or is about right?
80% of students agreed at a “medium” level whilst 20% were at a “low” level of
agreement. One suggested: “It would have been better if we have some advanced
systems and since we are working in a team it would be great if we could do some real-
time projects”, another suggested: “VHDL should be taught in more detail, just not stick
to the basic one or that may help in the project; and the software used should also be
taught in detailed [sic]”.
8. Select one ONLY of the following statements presented on the survey that best defines
the Modular Design process as described in the SEE712 Embedded Systems course.
Responses were evenly divided in answer to this question: 45% of students selected the
best understanding of the purpose for modular design being used in this course
9. Have your expected outcomes in improving your engineering design skills been achieved
through studies in SEE712 Embedded Systems?
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Students were asked to compare their expectations for this course against their actual
outcomes to determine if they achieved any improvement with their engineering design
skills through studies in SEE712 Embedded Systems. 90% of students agreed with this
proposition (see Figure 5).
10. Do you wish to continue your postgraduate studies in engineering design?
90% of the students agreed that they wished to continue their postgraduate studies in
Embedded Systems design. One suggested their work direction should be changed more
towards “Circuit designing and Networking based projects”, while another suggested,
“a desire to work on few advanced robotic projects in the coming future” (see Figure 5).
Survey Findings
The survey results demonstrated clear reasons of why students decided to study this course: “What
were their expectations? Were their expectations satisfied? Were there any comments regarding
the content of the syllabus or conduct of the course?” The results described above confirmed prop-
ositions put forward by Calvo et al (2010) which stated that engineering students under instruction
would become satisfied with the quality of the course provided the following issues were satisfied,
as did this course:
1. the learning outcomes and expected standards were made clear to them;
2. the teaching process indeed helped them to learn;
3. they acquired valuable graduation attributes;
4. the course assessment allowed them to demonstrate all they have understood;
5. they could see the relevance of the course to their expected award;
6. faculty staff were responsive to feedback;
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7. any prior learning prepared them well for the current instruction;
8. they could understand their teacher; and
9. the teaching infrastructure was seen to be supportive to them.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions
Introduction
This research reported on the efficacy of teaching the art of modular design methods with virtual
tools to mature-age engineering students undertaking postgraduate studies in SEE712 Embedded
Systems at the School of Engineering, Deakin University. The purpose of this subject was to equip
the student with a new knowledge of how the modular design methodology can be applied to the
design  of  a  complex  system to  help  reduce  the  overall  design  process  into  a  much smaller  and
more manageable design effort. Additional lecture material on modular design was created and
presented to the students, whilst Surveys of the students were undertaken after completion of the
course seeking students’ opinions of their expectations of the course and whether the course real-
ised those expectations.
Conclusions
The  principal  aim  of  this  research  was  to  test  the  hypothesis  that  by  including  the  teaching  of
modular design in the current for SEE712 Embedded Systems it would improve the capabilities in
design skills of participating postgraduate engineers. An on-line survey of students was presented
to each student after the completion of the course to help answer this question. The questionnaire
results clearly showed improvements to the students’ opinions of their capabilities post-instruc-
tion. In their estimation, the teaching of modular design methods prior to the course start had
greatly improved the confidence of the student engineer to more easily handle the design of a more
complex system.
Of note, is the comment in the response to Q7 for the introduction of team based designs at ad-
vanced systems levels together with a more comprehensive training in VHDL and for more use of
FPGA devices in the systems design process. To this end, the author suggests on-going research
should focus on the following to provide the student with a better feel  for engineering systems
design with realistic project examples drawn more directly from industry. This could be achieved
through cooperative links with appropriate industry design enterprises which would create more
realistic problems to solve and be an encouragement for the student to spend a small amount of
time with a cooperating enterprise in this area.
More comprehensive training in VHDL for a greater range of FPGA devices that can be used in
the systems design process. Perhaps the use of other software targets for the FPGA device may
also be considered, for example embedded C/C++, Python, etc.
There appears to be a strong case to extend the virtual tools process to integrate better with a
variety of virtual modelling tools such as Simplorer from Ansys, or Simulation-X from ESI, or
Simulink from Matlab, Modelica from Catia, etc.
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